SEE WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT AFRICAN ANCESTRY
The information African Ancestry provided to me has given me an anchor to my past, thus making my present all the more valuable and precious to me.
And that self-knowledge gives me power. I know my lineage and the history of MY PEOPLE.
KIMBERLY ELISE - ACTRESS

We all should know where we
come from, this way we’ll know
where we’re going. It gives you
a sense of pride and definition
as to who you are, it is the
one thing that can’t be taken
from us. Sacrifice and take the
plunge and make your find, we
did and it is something to pass
to the family members.

I am moved more than I ever
thought I would be. We are
empowered by details, and this
small fact is a significant detail
in my life, and brings with it
such inner dignity.

AFRICAN ANCESTRY
FAMILY MEMBER

JOHN HOPE BRYANT
ACTIVIST, AUTHOR AND
FOUNDER OF
OPERATION HOPE

Discovering my African roots
was – hands down – the most
transformative event in my
life and African Ancestry was
like a passionate, capable tour
guide during the journey.
Their guidance and expertise
enhanced my experience every
step of the way.
SHERYL LEE RALPH
ACTRESS, ACTIVIST,
AUTHOR

From childhood to adulthood,
my past only whispered truth
upon truth and now I have the
scientific proof to attest for it!
Nigerian-Ghanian American,
no longer just a generic
African-American!
AFRICAN ANCESTRY
FAMILY MEMBER

ALSO FROM AFRICAN ANCESTRY:

WHAT’S YOUR MIX?
Discover your ancestral mix with
myDNAmix, an admixture test
that identifies the percentages
of African, European, Indigenous
American, East Asian, and Indian
ancestry that make up your
entire genetic family tree.

ORDER TODAY!
WWW.AFRICANANCESTRY.COM
202-723-0900
AfricanAncestry
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THIS IS WHERE YOUR
JOURNEY BEGINS
UNLOCK YOUR PATERNAL ROOTS, MATERNAL ROOTS AND ANCESTRAL MAKEUP WITH AFRICAN ANCESTRY.

DISCOVER YOUR PATERNAL AND MATERNAL ROOTS

You know you come from Africa, but can you claim
a specific ancestral homeland? You may know some
of your family history in the United States, but not
where your bloodlines and true roots originated.
Since 2003, African Ancestry has reconnected tens of thousands of people with their African
roots. African Ancestry is the only company that traces your ancestry back to a specific
present-day African country and ethnic group of origin when African ancestry is found.
With the industry’s largest and most comprehensive database of over 30,000 indigenous
African samples, African Ancestry determines specific countries and—more often than not—
specific ethnic groups of origin with an unrivaled level of detail, accuracy and confidence.
African Ancestry is not always found. If the results are from another continent, that
information will be provided.

THE PROCESS IS SIMPLE, PAINLESS AND PROFOUND.

ORDER
Purchase your maternal and/or
paternal test kit from our online
store. You’ll receive your test kit
within 7 – 10 business days.

TEST
When you receive your test kit,
simply swab the inside of your
cheek using the swabs provided
and return your DNA sample in
confidential packaging, via the
prepaid envelope supplied.

ANALYSIS
Once we receive your DNA
sample, our laboratory extracts
your DNA’s genetic sequence.
Then scientists compare your
sequence to the largest database
of African genetic sequences
in existence.

RESULTS
Approximately 6-8 weeks after
you submit your DNA sample,
you’ll receive your results
package with your Certificate
of Ancestry, and our Guide to
African History and Cultures.

YOUR DNA SAMPLE IS KEPT COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL.
Every sample in our lab is identified by a bar code and no personal information is shared.

MATRICLAN TEST

Find your roots on your mother’s side from more than 500 years
ago. The MatriClan Test traces maternal ancestry by analyzing the
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) women and men inherit exclusively
from their mothers. Men AND women can take this test.
In fact, you share the same mtDNA as your mother, grandmother,
great grandmother and so on. Therefore, your results are the same
for your siblings, maternal aunts and uncles, maternal cousins, etc.
For women, your results are also the same for your children and
your daughter’s children.

PATRICLAN TEST

Find your roots on your father’s side from more than 500 years
ago. The PatriClan Test traces paternal ancestry by analyzing the Y
chromosome men inherit exclusively from their fathers.
Since only men carry a Y chromosome, women CANNOT take the
PatriClan Test. But luckily, women may trace their paternal
lineage by having a male relative from their father’s side take
the test for them.
The results of his PatriClan Test will be the same for his father,
grandfather, children, siblings, brother’s children, paternal aunts
and uncles, etc.

TRACE YOUR DNA. FIND YOUR ROOTS. TODAY.
WWW.AFRICANANCESTRY.COM - 202-723-0900

